OPTION 1 | Basic Installation

Standard MLS (Mega LED Sign) Bracketing for mounting to wall or structure

MLS (Mega LED Sign) CABINET (Front)

MLS CABINET (Back)

½ x 1 ½" CAD BOLTS (AS NEEDED).
SUGGESTED (4) PER MLS PANEL MINIMUM.

3" x 3" x ¼" ANGLE IRON (2)
(NOT INCLUDED)
UNLESS PURCHASED WITH ORDER.

½" NUTS
(NOT SUPPLIED)

MEGA Universal Bracket
Included on S4 Frames only
Do not weld this bracket to a pole or other brackets.

CAUTION

DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties. (Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)

* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.
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OPTION 2 | U-Bolt Mounting | General MLS Bracketing with U-Bolt for mounting to single existing pole

**CAUTION** DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.

(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)

* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.
OPTION 3 | Welding Mounting

General MLS Bracketing with welded plates for mounting to existing pole

6" Weld plates to pole

½" x 1½" CAD BOLTS
AS NEEDED
SUGGESTED (4)
PER MLS PANEL MINIMUM.

½" NUTS
NOT SUPPLIED

16" x 6" x ½" Bracket Plates (2-8)
NOT SUPPLIED
UNLESS PURCHASED WITH ORDER.

Cut radius to match existing pole

½¾" Holes

½” Holes

Measure your sign for bracket spacing.

MEGA Universal Bracket Included on S4 Frames only
Do not weld this bracket to a pole or other brackets.

CAUTION
DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties. (Note: Again, it is very important that you check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)

* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.
OPTION 4 | Projected Mounting

General MLS Bracketing for mounting (S4 Cabinet Model)

MLS S4 CABINET (Rear Serviceable)

3"x3"x¼" ANGLE IRON (2) (NOT SUPPLIED) UNLESS PURCHASED WITH ORDER.

½" NUTS (NOT SUPPLIED)

½ x1 ½" CAD BOLTS (AS NEEDED).

MEGA Universal Bracket
Included on S4 Frames only
Do not weld this bracket to a pole or other brackets.

CAUTION
DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties. (Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)

* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.
OPTION 5  |  Typical Pole Mounting

General MLS Bracketing for mounting to an existing structure with structural tubing

**Plates Not provided**
(Weld To Existing Pole As Required)

Existing Pole

3" x 4" Structural Tubing
Provided with MLS Sign Installation

Structural Pole Installation to an Existing Structure

**MEGA Universal Bracket**
Included on S4 Frames only
Do not weld this bracket to a pole or other brackets.

**3" x 3" x ¼" ANGLE IRON**
(NOT SUPPLIED)
UNLESS PURCHASED WITH ORDER.

**½" NUTS**
(NOT SUPPLIED)

**½" x 1½" CAD BOLTS**
(ASNEEDED)
SUGGESTED(4)
PER MLS PANEL MINIMUM.

**CAUTION**
DO NOT weld any part of the MLS cabinet or the General Bracket; Bolt General Bracket and MLS cabinet ONLY! DO NOT drill additional holes into either the General Bracket or the MLS cabinet. DO NOT house the MLS inside other enclosures. These actions, including but not limited to, VOID all warranties.

(Note: Again, it is very important that your check with local building and planning department for codes and laws regarding signs and their installation.)

* Actual product may differ in size and design from drawings shown above.